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Red Fox

F A M I L Y

Through the seasons with a vixen and her kits.

T

Fox Misfortune
he foxes lingered at the entrance to the den – a vixen and
three very small, alert kits. They didn’t flee upon my vehiA week later, I returned to the race track, set up my blind
cle’s approach. They had seen cars before; after all, this was the
and waited. Shortly, the vixen came by with a meadow mouse
heavily banked far turn of a race track. But the moment I shut
and gave her usual cry – then a second cry and finally a third,
off the engine, the foxes scattered – three small, gray, rat-like
more plaintive appeal. Eventually, she trotted to a second den
tails hastily plunging down into the den and one magnificent
opening and cried; a single kit emerged. The kit ate the mouse,
red brush disappearing over the knoll.
nursed, then disappeared down into the den.
Quickly, I erected my collapsible blind; equipped it with
Something was wrong. I waited until the vixen had left, then
camera gear, food and water; and parked my vehicle out of
examined the first den entrance. What had previously been a
sight.
carefully sculpted tunnel was now a solid wall of sand.
Forty-five minutes later, the vixen returned, studied my
Tragedy had struck this fox family. Whether it was because
blind from a distance, then trotted
of the natural instability of sand,
by as if it weren’t even there. At
the vibration caused by the speedthe den entrance, she uttered a brief
ing race cars, or something else,
cry – muffled by the large meadow
the tunnel had collapsed; for the
mouse gripped firmly in her jaws. I
fox kits, the outcome apparently
snapped one image. Immediately, the
had been disastrous. The vixen’s
vixen dropped the mouse, wheeled,
behavior reinforced that concluand ran. At the same moment, a kit
sion; each time she returned with a
erupted from the den, grabbed the
meadow mouse, she stopped at the
meadow mouse, and vanished back
first den opening and cried for her
down into the den.
kits before going to the second den
Exactly 45 minutes later, the very
opening to feed the surviving kit.
Story and photos by Charles H. Willey
same sequence of events occurred.
Barring another tragedy, prosWhat kind of photographic success
pects were good for the remaining
did this foretell? Hopefully, I would be getting more than one
kit’s survival. It had the undivided attention of its mother and
image an hour!
appeared to relish that attention, constantly pressing itself into
My patience paid off when, right on schedule, the vixen
its mother’s neck and shoulder. Food wasn’t wanting, as the
came back with a third meadow mouse, uttered her cry, and
vixen brought back a continuous supply of meadow mice.
dropped the limp rodent at the den entrance. In a blur of activThe very idea that a fox would den in the banked, far turn of a
ity, kits poured from the den – one kit growling possessively as
race track seems illogical, and 50 years ago such behavior would
it claimed the mouse, the second searching its mother’s jaws
have caused concern. Traditionally, foxes have preferred fields
for another mouse, and the third scrambling under its standing
and pastures in sparsely populated areas, but that’s no longer
mother to nurse.
the norm. Dens that typically were located in remote corners of
It was a wildlife photographer’s dream. The vixen stood
farmland are now surprisingly close to human dwellings.
broadside, nursing all of her kits simultaneously while I capThere may be several reasons for this change in behavior.
tured image after image.
In some areas, development has destroyed fields and pastures;
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in others, abandoned farmland has reverted to forests
– thus moving foxes closer to humans. Year-round
hunting and trapping seasons have been shortened,
reducing the risk of foxes being shot or trapped and
lessening their wariness somewhat. The growth and
expansion of the Eastern coyote population may play
an even greater role. Coyotes and foxes compete for
some of the same prey, and foxes themselves may
become prey for coyotes; possibly the adaptable fox
has recognized that denning close to humans offers
protection from the coyote.
Although foxes have become more tolerant of
humans, they remain cautious and secretive. Their
activity tends to be crepuscular (at dawn and at dusk)
or nocturnal, except during the denning period, when
the feeding demands of the growing kits necessitate
hunting night and day. Foxes have adapted well to the
changing world around them.

Caring for Kits
Early winter marks the onset of the red fox’s breeding season. The male fox creates meandering tracks
as he begins his search for a mate – going from plant
to shrub to snow-covered mound, leaving a few drops
of urine at each spot, delineating the boundaries of
his breeding territory. By midwinter, double sets of
tracks appear in the snow – indicating that the male
has found a mate, or at least a prospective mate. The
breeding season generally peaks in February.
The vixen thoroughly cleans out a den to be used
as a birthing den. Though foxes maintain a number
of den sites, by mid to late March, the birthing den
can easily be recognized by the freshly excavated
mound of soil and debris at the entrance. Trails of
dirty tracks radiating from the den opening indicate
ongoing activity.
The gestation period for red fox is about 50 days.
Typically, three to six kits are born in a litter, and they
stay in the den for about a month.
The vixen is a devoted and attentive parent. She
frequently grooms her kits from the tips of their noses
to the tips of their tails. Her most demanding task is
the unrelenting search for food to feed her growing
family. The vixen selects prey suitable for the size of
the kits and their corresponding appetites. A beginning
diet of small rodents and ground-dwelling birds
From top left: Red fox kit. A vixen returns
to the den with prey for her young. Kits
nurse until they are weaned at 12 weeks.
Rambunctious play helps kits learn hunting
maneuvers.
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progresses to larger prey – ruffed grouse, snowshoe
hare, woodchucks and, where available, chickens.
In contrast to the vixen, the male parent plays a
small role in the rearing of the young. Only twice
have I observed a male bringing prey back to the den;
in one case, a male fox was carrying
a mangled, vehicle-killed snowshoe
hare as he trotted alongside a busy
highway; I followed that fox for
more than three miles back to a den
occupied by half-grown kits.

mature, their boldness and independence increase,
and they set out on jaunts of their own, though their
inexperience can lead to disastrous consequences.
Kits are especially vulnerable to motor vehicles;
it’s not unusual for one or more from a litter to be

Although foxes have become more tolerant of
humans, they remain cautious and secretive.

Stalk, Pounce, Grab
Photographing fox kits can be very entertaining.
They are always on the alert, and anything that moves
is potential prey – an ant, a fly, a snake, or the twitch
of a sibling’s tail tip can arouse their interest and elicit
a rear-wiggling pounce. Fox kits are so instinctively
programmed to stalk, pounce and grab that the menacing moves of one kit sneaking up on another can
incite a preemptive assault on the would-be attacker.
At times, it’s a free-for-all that abruptly ends with
everyone plunging down into the den to collapse in a
collective afternoon snooze.
Aside from being just plain fun, such play serves
a necessary function. It helps foxes develop muscle
coordination, quicken reflex responses, and increase
overall agility – all key attributes for the adult red
fox’s hunting technique.
Very small kits stay close to the den entrance, but
as they get older, they begin to venture further afield.
Their curiosity leads them to investigate nearby
shrubs, stone walls, structures or other den openings;
but the birthing den remains the kits’ safe haven, and
at the slightest unfamiliar noise or perceived threat,
they race to the safety of that den.
As the kits grow, their appearance changes. Gray
hairs turn to beige and then red; kinky hairs become
straight. Butterball bodies become lean and sleek.
Noses and jaws become pointed and elongated. By
the time the kits are half to three-quarters grown, they
have the characteristic red hair and black stockings of
red fox adults.
By early summer, the kits must leave the safety
and familiarity of the birthing den to head out into
the comparatively vast world beyond. One day, the
vixen will lead her kits single file and disappear into
the distance. When I witness such a departure, I am
excited – but I also feel a sense of sadness: the kits’
“childhood” days are now over. The family may or
may not return to the birthing den.
Throughout the summer, the kits will travel and
hunt with their mother, gaining exposure to a world
fraught with adventure and danger. As young foxes
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killed as they hunt along roadsides or attempt to cross
highways.
As the warm, sunny days of summer turn into the
cool, crisp days of autumn, fox families disperse.
Most of the now fully mature kits will travel for many
miles outside their mother’s home range before establishing home ranges of their own. Then it’s a short
time before the onset of winter and the beginning of
the breeding season, when this latest generation of
foxes will join the breeding population and become
parents themselves.
Promising opportunities for observing and photographing red fox families come with the advent of this
new life cycle. It’s an exhilarating time, as there will
always be something new or unexpected to discover as
I look into the fascinating lives of red fox families.

Charles H. Willey is a
nature photographer
and writer who spent
most of his professional career as a
wildlife biologist in
Vermont.

As autumn
approaches,
the mature kits
disperse from
their mother’s
home range
to establish
territories of
their own.
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